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In the spirit of community and collaboration, Artspace and 

The Physics Room joined together in 2004 to present the

inaugural National Drawing Award, an initiative aimed at

supporting and promoting the range of artistic practice in 

this country. In a virtual flinging open of the gallery doors,

the award had overwhelming popular appeal, evidenced by

the 546 entries received. The open (and FREE) entry aimed to

counter the hierarchy and expense typically associated with

such events in favour of giving back to the artists out there.

The total prize pool of over $5000 cash went some way in

achieving this. Every submission gained a place on the wall,

attracting a range of artists,“‘amateur” and “professional” alike.

The democratisation of the two gallery spaces brought to the

fore a warm fuzzy feeling about the respective galleries’

commitment to nurturing contemporary art across the field.

Selecting a winner was bound to be tough. The Award was

judged in two parts, firstly by a panel comprising Tobias

Berger, Artspace Director; Emma Bugden, City Gallery

Wellington Curator; and Danae Mossman, The Physics Room

Director. Battling it out over a trestle table at Artspace,

the judges concluded the overall winner was Auckland 

artist Andrew McLeod. McLeod’s drawing, Art School Dream,

was described by Berger as:

unique, yet skillfully drawn, referencing theory as well as 

personal experience. Funny and conceptual, quoting and

satirising so fantastically a montage of theories – French

drawing, Photographic, Sculptural, Intermedia and ‘jokes 

for assholes’ – standard art school fare. Not only does 

this drawing use the medium of drawing with skill and

distinction, it also talks about the business of art making.

As part of McLeod’s prize package he received funds to produce

an artist book (the result is Largess, a chunky publication that

plumbs the depth of McLeod’s practice), as well as a cash prize,

a Telecom mobile phone and other goodies.

The challenge of selecting a single award winner from the range

of entries spawned a new category – the Merit Award. Recipients

of this award were Richard Lewer with his graphite sketch

Gymnastic Championship Wanganui, Monique Jansen for her

deconstruction of the drawing in Untitled, and Ruth Cleland’s

classical rendering of a banal street scene, A Sunny Day in Mosgiel.

The second part of the judging, the People’s Choice Award,

took place at the end of the exhibition and aimed to hand 

the reins over to the public. The winner was decided in

Christchurch after a ceremonial affair that saw Tobias Berger,

endowed with game-show style hype, working through the 

tie in votes with an animated physical voting session that

involved members of the audience having to become a ‘vote’

and move to one side of the room. The winner was Jacquelyn

Greenbank with her stitched rendition of the Queen Mother.

Greenbank received a cash prize, a Telecom mobile phone,

an artist page in Staple magazine, and other treats.

The exhibition of the entries was equally as democratic;

the works were hung in alphabetical order, and shown in two

parts at each gallery, first artists  A-L then M-Z. A novel, and

entirely un-curated approach to presentation, the exhibition

as a whole was an engaging and insightful representation of

drawing practice in all its guises. From digital prints and pencil

sketches to collage and stitch-work, the show was a montage

of ideas and approaches. An often underrated medium in

contemporary art, drawing’s status as the poor cousin was

thrown out the door.

Danae Mossman

National Drawing Award
It all starts with drawing.

Described by curator Kirsten Rennie Weston as ‘an exposé 

of narratives that dangle like loose threads’, Interior World

played host to a variety of the figures and tropes of role-play

and transgression as The Physics Room was populated with 

the silent but brooding traces of both Seraphine Pick’s and 

Oli Perkins’ figurative practices.

Interior World provided an assortment of Pick’s sketchy and

ambivalent forms installed in a bedroom/salon-style paste-up

on the large back wall of the main gallery, with an array of new

two and three-dimensional offerings by Perkins staking their

claim to the rest of the terrain. Spanning a period of 10 years 

or more, I like the idea that Pick’s accumulated drawings came

spilling out of a box long hidden under a bed or sitting up in

an attic somewhere, waiting patiently for its contents to re-

emerge. As it turned out, both Pick and Perkins had a hand in

the installation of Pick’s sketches, which is in itself a practical

illustration of the generosity and playfulness evident in the

practices of both artists.

Amongst Pick’s collage writ-large, a small selection of paper

bag masks hovered eerily, projecting from the wall. Even

though the image has haunted her work for years, amongst

the spidery lines and the connotative intrigues of Pick’s early,

layered-up figurative style, these sculptural elements stood 

out as a peculiarly inviting entrance point into the epic and

edgy world cobbled together here and exposed for all to see.

The masks equally offered a way out from Pick’s dense,

pressed-flat world of veiled references and events that

papered the gallery with its roll-call of eerie figures bordering

on the nightmarish. It was within this realm of supposition 

and conjecture that Perkins’ dioramas and battle scenes

meshed most fruitfully with Pick’s playful, voyeuristic intent,

gestating an air of shifty looks and provocatively mischievous

gestures within the show as a whole.

Perkins’ sequence of 60 photographic stills in which Skeletor

does battle with Luke Skywalker’s action-figure replica potently

invoked the resolute tone of those silent pacts and acts of

infinite bravery that always exist within the field of play,

accompanied as they are by the spoken commentaries 

and hyperbole of youthful mythologising.

In counterpoint to this energised sequence and the more 

static mug shot-like “portraits” of plastic characters, Perkins

presented miniature sculptural scenes constructed from the

found objects and play things that are glorified in his colour-

saturated photographs. Here the objects find themselves

perched, all gleaming white and dripping, on paint cans lined

up upon a table with rickety saw-horse legs.

Bleached of the narrative perspective, colour and scale of the

photographic prints, these sculptural works seemed silenced

and diminished. Yet Perkins’ deceptively simple technique of

telling tales and trying different narratives on for size illustrated

how mobile and tentative our understandings of “reality”

should necessarily be. If anything, Perkins’ whited-out dioramas

surely sought to remind us of the vulnerability and variability

of “value”, perhaps indicated most clearly via the plastic squirrel

with his not-so-silver but precious-as-gold Seagers spoon.

Here Perkins also cleverly unearthed the absurdity of “truth”

or any kind of overarching rhetoric, preferring to privilege 

the enabling and contested space in between particular

subjectivities or understandings.

Just think of those moments of utter betrayal on the

playground or that strange blend of tragicomedy that exists

when you can’t tell if your opponent or pal is laughing or

crying. For it’s in poignant moments like these that both 

Pick and Perkins give a slick, sly nod to the various scales 

of experience, along with the rope-burn and frayed tempers 

of our inner, and most often other, selves.

Kate Montgomery

Interior World
Seraphine Pick and Oli Perkins. Curated by Kirsten Rennie Weston
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The Kiosk. The Future Is Not What It Used To Be, Jess Johnson. Photo: Jess Johnson
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Interior World. Seraphine Pick. Photo: Simon Lawrence
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